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Understanding 
Autism Nova Scotia’s Brand

Autism Nova Scotia is a national leader in providing 

social, educational, and employment supports for 

Autistics/individuals on the autism spectrum, their 

families, caregivers, and professionals. 

As a community-based organization, our vision, 

principles, and goals have been driven by our 

collective desire to meet the needs of Autistic 

individuals and their families by creating a society 

where they can thrive and live life to its fullest. 

Our vision is a world where autism is understood, 

accepted, and everyone is living their lives fully. 

This vision informs our day-to-day operations and 

provides a philosophy that revolves around person-

focused supports, strength-based approaches, and 

community-oriented learning opportunities.  

Autism Nova Scotia delivers programming in 

Halifax and in nine communities across Nova Scotia 

through our Regional Autism Centres. 

autismnovascotia.ca
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Understanding 
Autism Nova Scotia’s Brand

Our Vision
A world where autism is understood, accepted, and everyone is living their lives fully.

Our Mission
We are a community-based organization that builds understanding, acceptance, and inclusion for Autistics/individuals on the 

autism spectrum and their families through leadership, advocacy, education, training, and programming across the lifespan.

Core Values
INCLUSION  •  RESPECT  •  COLLABORATION  •  COURAGE  •  ACCEPTANCE

Strategic Pillars

Delivering Innovative  
Education & Training

Advocating with the  
Autism Community

Building Capacity in  
Our Communities

Programming  
Excellence

Legacy  
Planning

autismnovascotia.ca
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Our Brandmark

Branding goes way beyond just 

a logo or graphic element. When 

we think about our brand, we 

want to think about how an 

individual or family interacts 

with our organization—whether 

it is with our website, our forms, 

documents, or our appearance 

in the community. We want to 

ensure that each person walks 

away with a positive, inclusive 

experience when engaging with 

Autism Nova Scotia.

Preferred Brandmark
Whenever possible, please use the full 

colour version of our logo on a white 

background (see left).

Important Tip
When choosing between a JPG or PNG 

file format of our logo: It is generally 

recommended to use PNG because it  

has a transparent background. 

What our logo represents
The different colours and pieces represent the uniqueness of the spectrum, as well as the colours of 

Nova Scotia’s land and sea. The shapes come together representing different communities and unity 

across the province. The pathways are symbolic of each person’s individual journey in life with a focal 

point in the middle representing a guiding light or beacon at the heart of the community if, and when, 

needed.
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Our Brandmark
Size and Clear Space

Minimum Size for Print
The preferred minimum size 
when using our logo in printed 
materials is 1.25” wide.

The clear space around all 
sides of our logo is equal to 
the height of the “a” from 
the Autism Nova Scotia print 
wordmark (as shown on the 
right).

Minimum Size for Digital
The preferred minimum size 
when using our logo in works 
published digitally is 60 pixels 
wide.

The clear space around all 
sides of our logo is equal to 
the height of the “a” from 
the Autism Nova Scotia digital 
wordmark (as shown on the 
right).
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1.25”

60 px

Do not position any text, graphic 
elements or other logos inside the 
clear space margin. 

What is Clear Space? 

Clear space is the preferred minimum 

amount of space that the logo must have 

on all sides, no matter where it is used. It is 

also the minimum distance between the 

logo and the edge of a document.

Important Tips

• Always surround the Autism Nova Scotia 

 logo with an adequate amount of clear  

 space to ensure that it is clearly visible and 

 legible wherever it appears.

• Whenever possible, the logo should  

 always be used at a larger size than the 

 minimum size (EPS logo files may be 

 scaled to any size, however JPG or PNG 

 files should never be scaled up, to avoid 

 pixelization).

• Always maintain the logo’s aspect ratio 

 when scaling.

autismnovascotia.ca
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Logo Usage
& Brand Colours
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Primary Colours

Colour is a powerful branding tool. As mentioned previously, it is recommended to use the full coloured version of the Autism 

Nova Scotia logo on a white background whenever possible.

Pantone 320 C
CMYK: 100C 0M 31Y 7K
RGB: 0R 160G 175B
HEX #: 00a0af

Pantone 375 C
CMYK: 41C 0M 78Y 0K
RGB: 160R 207G 103B
HEX #: a0cf67

Pantone 302 C
CMYK: 100C 25M 0Y 50K
RGB: 0R 85G 129B
HEX #: 005581

Pantone 306 C
CMYK: 75C 0M 7Y 0K
RGB: 0R 188G 228B
HEX #: 00bce4

Changing CMYK values in Microsoft Word: Changing RGB and HEX values in Microsoft Word:

autismnovascotia.ca
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Logo Usage
& Brand Colours
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Please Note: 
In circumstances where it is not possible to use the full colour Autism Nova Scotia logo, you may 
use a reversed (white) logo. It is preferable to use the reversed logo on a solid background. 

You may also use the solid black logo if the reversed (white) logo does not 
show up clearly against the background. 

Reverse ApplicationImportant Tips
• Do not use default colours  
 from software programs that  
 resemble these colours. Please  
 use only the brand colours we  
 have listed.

• Do not alter any of the colour  
 settings including tint and  
 opacity without prior approval.

• It is strongly recommended to  
 use only CMYK or Pantone for  
 print materials.

• For Online/Digital and Social  
 Media: it is recommended to  
 use RGB or the Hexadecimal  
 code.

autismnovascotia.ca

Access all Autism Nova Scotia logo versions here
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Improper Usage
of Logo

Usage with Photographs

Proper Logo Use:
• Place the logo on photos or backgrounds that have good  
 contrast to ensure that it’s clearly visible.

• Place the full colour logo on the area of a photo that is lighter or  
 white. 

• Use your best judgement and play around with placement of  
 both the full colour and reversed (white) logo on the photo. If the  
 logo does not stand out, you might want to consider a different  
 photo or choose not to place the logo over the photo at all.

Improper Logo Use:
• Avoid placing the logo on an image background that is too  
 detailed or complicated. 

• Avoid placing the full colour logo on photo backgrounds that are  
 too light or too dark.

• Avoid placing the reversed (white) logo on photo backgrounds  
 that are too light.

Proper Use

Improper Use

autismnovascotia.ca
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Improper Usage
of Logo
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Consistent and proper usage of our brandmark is essential to maintaining the integrity of the Autism  

Nova Scotia brand. The following examples illustrate unacceptable logo and brandmark usage.

DO NOT rearrange the 
position of  elements

DO NOT alter the size  
of elements 

DO NOT remove 
any elements

DO NOT apply graphic 
effects (drop shadow, 

strokes, gradients)

DO NOT rotate or skew

DO NOT violate the  
clear space

autismnovascotia.com

DO NOT add any 
elements

DO NOT change the 
opacity or use as a 

watermark

DO NOT change the 
colours, unless with 

approval

DO NOT stretch, 
condense or distort

Preferred Logo

autismnovascotia.ca
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Chapter Logos
Vertical Version

Our Chapter logos are an extension of 
Autism Nova Scotia that directly support 
and further the organization’s mission 
and growth and reinforce the brand.

Important Tips
• The same rules that apply to the  
 Autism Nova Scotia logo on the 
 previous pages apply to all vertical  
 and horizontal versions of the   
 Chapter logos. 

• As always, use your best judgement  
 when placing the horizontal or   
 vertical Chapter logos in both   
 digital and print documents. 

• In circumstances where it is not 
 possible to use the full colour  
 Chapter logo, you may use a  
 reversed (white) logo. It is preferable 
 to use the reversed logo on a solid  
 background. 

autismnovascotia.ca
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Chapter Logos
Horizontal Version

autismnovascotia.ca

Access all Chapter logo versions here
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Chapter Logos
Brandmark Usage

Chapter Logos in Digital Action

AUTISM  
NOVA SCOTIA
Proudly welcomes  
CAPE BRETON REGION CHAPTER
to the family!

autismnovascotia.ca
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Chapter Logos
Brandmark Usage

Chapter Logos in Print Action

Fundraising
Guide

SOUTH SHORE

THANK 
YOU!
Remember that we’re here to help. 
We want you to put the FUN in  
FUNdraising!

If you have any questions, please  
contact Rachel Whynot at 
southshore@autismns.ca

Fundraising Guide  | 11

SOUTH SHORE

autismnovascotia.ca

 902-242-2019 | 902-349-9318 
annapolisvalley@autismns.ca 

autismannapolisvalley.ca 
Follow us on Facebook!
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Secondary Brand Logos
Programs/Services

a grassroots magazine

a grassroots magazine

autismnovascotia.ca

Access all secondary brand logos here
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Typography
& Brand Fonts

The way we use type is crucial for 

making our communications material 

look consistent and professional. Our 

chosen typefaces play an important 

role in setting the tone for the brand. 

Our primary typeface is Montserrat font 

family and can be used for headers and 

body text. 

Our secondary typeface is Open Sans 

font family, which may be used for body 

and caption text, or if there is very 

limited space.

Montserrat (Headings and Body Text)

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Important Tip
Montserrat and Open Sans appear in several different font weights (ex. thin, regular, 

italic, bold etc.). All font weights are acceptable, however the use of italics should 

only be used when emphasizing content within body text, such as publication titles. 

Open Sans (Body Text)

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

autismnovascotia.ca
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Typography
Using Type

Proper Use
Text spacing is just right

Improper Use
Text spacing is too loose

Improper Use
Text spacing is too tight

The Importance of Type
The way we use type makes a big 

difference in ensuring that our 

designs look professional and 

consistent with our brand. 

What is Line Spacing?
Line spacing, also known as 

“leading”, is the spacing between 

multiple lines of type. To make 

the type flow and easy to read for 

the viewer, line spacing (leading) 

should be close, but not too close. 

The images on the right provide 

examples of improper and proper 

usage of type. 

Inclusion  
and Family 
Support
Autism Nova Scotia delivers 
programming in Halifax and in nine 
communities across Nova Scotia 
through our Regional Autism Centres.

Inclusion  
and Family 
Support
Autism Nova Scotia delivers 

programming in Halifax and in nine 

communities across Nova Scotia 

through our Regional Autism Centres.

Inclusion  
and Family 
Support
Autism Nova Scotia delivers 
programming in Halifax and in nine 
communities across Nova Scotia 
through our Regional Autism Centres.

autismnovascotia.ca
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Our Brand in Action
Campaign Taglines

We have specific campaign taglines 

that help build a stronger impact 

for certain initiatives and events. 

Ex: Annual General Meetings, Walk 

YOUR Way For Autism, and Best of 

Local.

They are created to help certain 

projects stand out on their own and 

to bring greater awareness to the 

campaign itself.

All new campaign taglines and 

standalone brand assets must be 

pre-approved before they can be 

used.

NOVEMBER 7TH 2019 AT 6PM
Olympic Gardens 2304 Hunter St, Halifax NS

Stewart McKelvey proudly presents

BEST OF LOCAL 2019

autismnovascotia.ca
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Our Brand in Action
Positioning Our Logo

Preferred Logo Position
It is preferred that the Autism Nova Scotia 

logo be placed in the top left corner of all 

print materials. 

The distance from the edge of the 

document to the logo must be equal to 

the minimum clear space requirement 

(see page 5), which is equal to the height 
of the “a” from the Autism Nova Scotia 

logo, as shown on the right.

Secondary Logo Position
In circumstances when the preferred 

logo position isn’t possible or doesn’t flow 

well with the layout, the logo may be 

positioned in any of the other four corners 

of the document (top right, bottom right 

and bottom left), as shown on the right.

Preferred Logo Position Secondary Logo Position

autismnovascotia.ca
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Our Brand in Action
Co-Branding with Partners

Single Partner Co-Branding
When co-branding with single partners, there should be a vertical line 
separating the Autism Nova Scotia logo and the partner’s logo. The 
distance of space between the line and the two logos should match the 
minimum clear space explained on page 5 (as shown on the right).

Multiple Partner Co-Branding
In works published by Autism Nova Scotia, our logo should appear first 
when co-branding with multiple partners. If space is limited, the logos 
must be separated by a vertical line (as shown on the right).

Important Tips
• When branding for equal partnerships, the logos should be the   
 same size.

• If there are major and minor partners, the logo size should be  
 scaled to reflect this. For example, major partner logos should be  
 visually larger than minor partner logos.

Third Party Fundraising
For third party fundraising events, please share our “IN SUPPORT OF” 
Autism Nova Scotia logo and “IN SUPPORT OF” Chapters logo with our 
fundraising partners. (See example on the right).

ANNAPOLIS VALLEY

Single Partner

“In Support Of” Logo for Fund Development

Partner  
Logo

Multiple Partners

Partner Logo Partner Logo

autismnovascotia.ca

Access all Chapter “In Support Of” logos here
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https://teams.microsoft.com/_#/files/Communications%20-%20Design?threadId=19:d5ca43915be34d6980aedd53c3915764@thread.skype&ctx=channel&rootfolder=%252Fsites%252FAllAutismNSStaff%252FShared%2520Documents%252FCommunications%2520-%2520Design%252F2021%2520Brand%2520Guide%2520%2526%2520Assets%252FChapter%2520Logos%2520-%2520In%2520Support%2520Of
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Our Brand Making a Difference
Print - Stationary

The following pages showcase examples of our brand in various forms of media. These examples will provide a better 

understanding of the Autism Nova Scotia brand and demonstrate how to incorporate visual consistency using all the elements 

within our brand guidelines.

  

 
www.autismnovascotia.ca 

   
Telephone:   (902) 446 – 4995   |   Fax:   (902) 446 – 4997   |   Toll-free:   (877) 544 - 4495 (NS) 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Board Members 

 
 

Board Chair 
 

Dave Nicholson, FCPA FCMA 
Chief Financial Officer 

Atlantic Subway 
 
 

Past Chair 
 

Ian Sutherland 
Partner 

    Stewart McKelvey 
 
 

Treasurer 
 

Greg Smith, CPA, CA 
Director of Finance 

Payzant Building Products Ltd 
 
 

Honorary Member  
 

Joan M. Craig, C.M. 
   Founder 

Autism Nova Scotia 
 
 

Members at Large 
 

Tracey Avery 
Parent 

 
Sarah Boyne MSc. S-LP (c) 

Speech-Language Pathologist 
 

Ronda Faulkner 
Senior Private Banker 

Scotiabank 
 

Allison Garber 
Owner 

Allison Garber Communications 
 

William Lahey 
President and Vice-Chancellor 

University of King's College 
 

Janean Marshall 
Student Services Consultant 

Mi'kmaw Kina'matnewey 
 

Stephanie McGrath 
Senior Director, Content Strategy 

VERB Interactive 
 

Catherine Rahey 
Autism Consultant                                                                                                                                               

Complex Cases and Learning Centre 
Consulting Services 

 
Dr. Robert Strang 

Parent 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5945 Spring Garden Rd
Halifax, NS
B3H 1Y4

Letterhead

Lauren Goerz
Events & Volunteer  
Coordinator 

phone: 902.446.4995 ext. 34
email: lgoerz@autismns.ca 
toll-free: 877.544.4495

Unders tanding •  Acceptance •  Inclusion

5945 Spring Garden Road, Halifax NS B3H 1Y4
www.autismnovascotia.ca

Willa Kray
Autism Support Coordinator, 
Pictou County Chapter 

phone: 902.695.5505
office cell: 902.616.6750 
email: pictoucounty@autismns.ca

Unders tanding •  Acceptance •  Inclusion

115 MacLean Street, New Glasgow NS B2H 4M5
www.autismpictoucounty.ca

Business Card
Front

Business Card (Chapters)
Front

Business Card
Back

Envelope

autismnovascotia.ca
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Our Brand Making a Difference
Print - Posters

Posters can be an effective marketing tool used to communicate information to various publics from in-house team members to the 

community at large. Posters can be designed in three sizes: 8.5” x 11” (letter), 8.5”x14” (legal) and 11”x17” (tabloid), as shown below. 

All poster sizes can be either portrait or landscape format. Generally, portrait format is recommended/preferred.

Important Tip
• Unless you are printing your poster through a professional  
 service, it’s highly recommended to design a white border  
 (at least .25”) around your content to avoid any text or graphics  
 being cut off by the printer’s pre-set margins. The white border 
 also helps to keep the content centred when printing.

Featuring ‘Aspiecomic’
MICHAEL MCCREARY

SHOW: 6PM | MINGLE: 7:30-8PM
Presentation Theatre, NSCC Ivany Campus 

80 Mawiomi Pl, Dartmouth

WED, NOV 6TH 2019

For more information call 
902-446-4995 ext 62

RSVP recommended, but not required.  
Email rbradshaw@autismns.ca today.

PRESENTED BY

EXCLUSIVE COMEDY NIGHT
For Autism Nova Scotia Members, Program Participants, Friends & Families

DOES THIS MAKE MY
ASPERGER’S 
LOOK BIG?

Check out MICHAEL MCCREARY at aspiecomic.com

Suggested donation:  
$10/person 
$5/youth (under 18)
$20/family  
OR pay what you can - 
ALL are welcome!

TICKETS BY 
DONATION
AT THE DOOR

Join us on

APRIL 2ND

To register your school or for  
more information please visit: 
autismns.ca/toonies

Make a

donation

Help your  

school &  
community
build resources  

for students with  
autism

Receive a

community
champion  

sticker

COMMUNITY

I AM A

CHAMPION

Learn more about our
Autism Aviators Program!

Be prepared to recognize the Autism Aviators 

logo on all passengers. 

Read the Staff Handout.

For more information, contact Customer  
Relations at Halifax Stanfield International  

Airport or email info@hiaa.ca.

A partnership between
Autism Nova Scotia & Halifax
Stanfield International Airport

A Preparing Story

8.5”x11” (Letter) 8.5”x14” (Legal) 11”x17” (Tabloid)

autismnovascotia.ca
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Our Brand Making a Difference
Print - Brochures/Flyers

Brochures are one of the most common ways to share 

information about a program or campaign. Brochures can 

be designed in the below two formats: standard tri-fold 

with six panels (8.5”x11”), or bi-fold flyer with four 8.5”x11” 

panels/pages (11”x17” folded in half).

Important Tip
• Before designing a tri or bi-fold brochure, it often helps to  
 create a mock-up (at scale) to get a better idea of where the  
 content will appear in relation to the folds. 
 

Please Note the Following:
Receipts will be issued for $20 or more prior to  
December 31, 2020, but only if the donor's name and 
address are clearly printed and complete.

Please do not include online pledges on this form.

Cashq
Chequeq

Cashq
Chequeq

Cashq
Chequeq

Cashq
Chequeq

Cashq
Chequeq

Cashq
Chequeq

Cashq
Chequeq

Cashq
Chequeq

Cashq
Chequeq

Cashq
Chequeq

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

For more information on Walk the Walk in your community, 
please contact your local Autism Nova Scotia office:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Email Receipt: Email Address:Yesq Noq

Email Receipt: Email Address:Yesq Noq

Email Receipt: Email Address:Yesq Noq

Email Receipt: Email Address:Yesq Noq

Email Receipt: Email Address:Yesq Noq

Email Receipt: Email Address:Yesq Noq

Email Receipt: Email Address:Yesq Noq

Email Receipt: Email Address:Yesq Noq

Email Receipt: Email Address:Yesq Noq

Email Receipt: Email Address:Yesq Noq

First & Last Name/Company Name Home Address Donation Type AmountCity Postal CodeProvince

Walk the Walk  
Participant Pledge Form

Please make all cheques payable to your local  
Autism Nova Scotia Chapter. Credit card donations 
toward Walk the Walk can be made online at:  
walkthewalkforautism.ca/donate

First & Last Name

City

Community Walk Location

Team Name

Phone

Email

Province Postal Code

Address

Walk the Walk in your  
Community
With NINE Walk the Walk events taking 
place across Nova Scotia, all funds raised by 
Walkers and Teams stay in the community 
in which they are raised. This means your 
support makes a meaningful difference 
to your neighbours, friends and family. 
Register your team today!

Understanding Acceptance Inclusion

What is  
Walk the Walk?
Walk the Walk for Autism Nova Scotia is an 
annual event to raise awareness and funds 
for much-needed programs and services for 
the autism community across Nova Scotia.

Why We Walk
Walk the Walk is an opportunity for autistic 
individuals, families, and caregiver networks 
to gather as a community and support the 
14,000+ individuals on the autism spectrum 
across Nova Scotia. 

Funds raised through Walk the Walk 
empower Autism Nova Scotia to help 
individuals find gainful employment, learn 
crucial life skills, build support networks, and 
so much more. The generous support of our 
walkers, teams and donors makes all this 
possible.

YARMOUTH

KINGSTON

BEDFORD
SACKVILLE

AMHERST

HALIFAX
CENTRAL OFFICE

BRIDGEWATER

PORT  
HAWKESBURY

NEW GLASGOW

TRURO

SYDNEY

Tri-Fold Brochure
Outside Panels

Tri-Fold Brochure
Inside Panels

QuickStart Nova Scotia is a parent-
mediated coaching program 
designed to empower caregivers 
of toddlers with a suspected, 
provisional, or confirmed 
diagnosis of autism to teach and 
support their child’s development. 
Overseen by two board certified 
behaviour analysts, and supported 
by a speech language pathologist, 
an occupational therapist, and 
four parent coaches, this program 
involves an individualized 
approach unique to each family’s 
needs and provides a naturalistic 
teaching framework that is 
flexible, accessible, collaborative 
and supportive.

DEC 2019 – NOV 2020

138
Program referrals 

1,911
Visits with parents and 

their children

65
Average wait time 
(in days) from initial 
contact

946
Goals for families  
were supported  
& developed

Age at Onset of Program
Overall

1
12-17 months

3
18-20 months

38
21-27 months

58
28-33 months

QuickStart Nova Scotia is made possible with 
support by the Nova Scotia Department  

of Health and Wellness. 

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

100
Eligible children 
enrolled

50
Families accessed a 

hybrid or the entirety 
of the online version 

of QuickStart NS 

Summary of Program’s Success  
(from May 2019 - November 2020)

I feel I learned new skills during  
my participation in QuickStart.

Q. 98% Agreed

I feel my child learned new skills 
while participating in QuickStart. 

Q. 98% Agreed

93% Agreed
I feel I received support accessing 
services with community providers.

Q.

98% Very 
Satisfied

Are you satisfied with the 
services you received through 
the QuickStart NS program? 

Q.

Inclusion       Respect       Collaboration       Courage       Acceptance

“The program was always  

very positive and helpful.  

We went through each step  

and learned how my child  

learned best and followed  

his lead to be able to learn  

with him was a great way  

for us to bond as well.” 

“ The program gave me early  

access to interventions  

that I had direct control over.  

I understand that the earlier  

the interventions, the more  

intensive, and the more  

integrated they are into  

everyday life, the more likely  

the child is going to progress  

from it. Therefore being able 

 to access it BEFORE a diagnosis  

or even a doctors input was 

important to me.” 

“I liked the 1:1 sessions  

as well as all the resources  

and information” 

Program Feedback
Anecdotal Report from Surveys

90%
of families continued to 
maintain their skills after 
the program

“Historically, the IWK Infant and Preschool Rehab  
Service has not received referrals for children with social  
and communication delays until they are preschool aged. 

Our team is now receiving occupational therapy and 
physiotherapy referrals for these children at a much  
younger age when they become involved with the 

QuickStart team.” 
– Psychologist, IWK Feeding Team 

76
Program referrals  
this year

54
Eligible children 
enrolled this year

Goal Attainment Parents’ Skills & Growth Secondary Outcomes
Community collaboration has been a large focus 
of the QuickStart NS team and the community 
services that are interwoven with the program. 
This year the Continuity of Services meeting was 
established, and consists of lead team members 
from NSECDIS, IWK, HSNS and ANS. The goal of 
the meetings are to come together quarterly 
and discuss how to assist families in accessing 
each others’ services and maintain all-round 
support. 

Below are identified elements to highlight from 
this continuum of care approach: 

• Evolving Each Other’s Practices and Processes

• Increased Awareness of Community Services

• Collaborative Contacts 

• Supportive Transitions

Average Parent Fidelity  
Rating at the beginning  
of the Program72%

of families have 
reported that they 
have seen progression 
on the 5 additional 
goals given to them 
at the end of the 
program that are not 
coached on by the 
Parent Coach   

82%

89%
Average Parent Fidelity 
Rating at 1-month 
follow-up 

88%
Average Parent Fidelity 
Rating upon completion 
of the program 

Average Number of Hours Parents 
Report Practicing Each Day

of the goals that 
families set progressed 
during the parent 
coaching phase 

85%

Activities Parents Reported Using  
the Strategies Within Their Everyday

18% Toy or Other Object Play

17% Social Play

16% Mealtimes

14% Caregiving*

13% Book Activities

12% Generalized Outside of Home 

10% Household Chores

*Bathing, dressing, changing, bedtime

Online Delivery of QuickStart  
Nova Scotia 
The online delivery of QuickStart NS was 
developed from the need to continue service with 
the unprecedented times of Covid-19. To date, the 
team has delivered a hybrid or the entirety of the 
online version of QuickStart NS to 50 families. 

As of November 2020, the program is currently 
being offered online and in-person, both at home 
and at Autism Nova Scotia. The team has decided 
flexibility for the program and for the families has 
been a key element to continue service during 
unexpected circumstances.

In addition to offering online services, the team 
pull together family resources of additional 
information to support families during Covid-19 
and to support the transition to online.

STEPPING INTO ACTION

78%
of families were satisfied  
with the online location

50
Families utilized  
online delivery 

124
Total registrants  

accessed monthly  
webinars 

89%
Percentage of families achieved 
fidelity for online delivery

Q. 
What did you like  

best about the  
program?

The hands on training  
and the people we  

worked with through- 
out it all, especially  

during COVID.

56
Family resources 
were developed

“Parents have reported significant 
improvements in their child’s social 

communication from working with QSNS. 
QSNS team members take the initiative 

to consult and collaborate with other 
professionals.”  

– Psychologist, IWK Feeding Team 

627
Points of Collaborative 
Contact with other  
professionals involved 
with families  

46
External professionals 
supported transition 
by attending team 
meetings that families 
choose in wanting for 
their final follow-up 

Planting the Seed
It has been identified by the QuickStart NS Team 
and Community Professionals that QuickStart 
NS has become part of the service landscape 
in starting to plant seeds of knowledge and 
information earlier to families. There have been 
four areas that was brought to light this year.

Diagnostics  Self-AdvocacyMotor  
Development

Information  
Resources

6% at < 1 hr

56% at 1 hr 1% at 4 hrs+

28% at 2 hrs

9% at 3 hrs

Average Hours
Per Day

Bi-Fold Brochure
Outside Pages

Bi-Fold Brochure
Inside Pages
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Our Brand Making a Difference
Digital - Website

The Autism Nova Scotia website (www.autismnovascotia.ca)  

is our primary online communication tool and so it’s imperative 

that our website and social media platforms reflect our brand 

identity.

Web banners, displayed on the rotating banner on the home- 

page of the Autism Nova Scotia website, are a highly effective 

way to communicate information about programs and 

upcoming events. All web banners must be 1100x281 pixels.

1100x281 Web Banners

Important Tips
• All web banners should include simple, easy to read    
 headers and/or sub-headers, vibrant images, brand HEX   
 colors (see page 6) and call-to-action buttons - whenever   
 possible.

• If no imagery is used, content should be large and bolded.

autismnovascotia.ca
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Our Brand Making a Difference
Digital - Social Media

Social media graphics should be 
simple, to the point, and visually 
engaging. As your audience can 
find more information within the 
caption of each post, it is best to 
keep words to a minimum on the 
graphic itself.

Important Tips
• All graphics or photos used  
 must follow brand guidelines.

• Use proper logo placement  
 (see pages 5 and 8).

• Use proper pixel dimensions  
 for whichever platform you  
 are using (see dimensions  
 shown on the right).

1200x1200 Facebook Graphic1200x1200 Facebook Graphic 1080x1080 Instagram Graphic

851x315 Facebook Cover Image

autismnovascotia.ca
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Our Brand Making a Difference
Photography

Photography is one of the most powerful tools used to 
portray our brand and what it represents. Images should 
be bright and vibrant, featuring moments that are 
authentic and natural.

Important Tips
• Whenever possible, use photos of real people in 
  actual settings. Staged photos can lack authenticity.

• In most cases, a single photo of one or two subjects  
 will deliver a more powerful impact than a collage of  
 multiple photos.

• When selecting photos, try to represent individuals  
 from diverse backgrounds. Consider demographics  
 such as: disability, age, race, ethnicity, cultural  
 background, and gender identity/expression. 

• Photos should be in focus and high-resolution quality.

• Close-up or cropped photos can help to enhance the  
 composition and visual impact.

• Only include photos or videos that subjects have  
 given Autism Nova Scotia the permission to use.

autismnovascotia.ca
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For more information  
please contact:
Alissa Lysack, Branding & Communications Manager 
alysack@autismns.ca

Adelle Marshall, Branding & Graphic Design Specialist 
amarshall@autismns.ca
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